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AOP Concepts and Terminology

AOP deals with the modularisation of **cross-cutting concerns**.

**Weaving** is the process of letting aspects take effect.
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```
object delegate actual-object

foo = (...)
bar = 23
```
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Instance-Local Deployment

// CaesarJ-like pseudo code
class C {
    void f() { ... }
    void g() { ... }
    void h() { ... }
}

class A {
    before():
        execution(void C.f())
        { ... }
    after():
        execution(void C.g())
        { ... }
    void around():
        execution(void C.h())
        { ... proceed(); ... }
}

... deploy(new A(),
    instance-of-C);

actual-instance-of-C

C

instance-of-C

actual-C

f = (...)
g = (...)
h = (...)

---
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Thread-Local Deployment

// CaesarJ-like pseudo code
class C {
  void f() { ... }
  void g() { ... }
  void h() { ... }
}

class A {
  before():
    execution(void C.f())
    { ... }
  after():
    execution(void C.g())
    { ... }
  void around():
    execution(void C.h())
    { ... proceed(); ... }
}

// in thread T1
... deploy(new A()) { ... } ...

instance-of-C

actual-instance-of-C

the delegate of C is a function of the thread

actual-C
f = (...) 
g = ( resend; ...) 
h = ( ...; resend; ... )
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        cflow(execution(void C.g()))
        { ... }
}
```

```
instance-of-C

actual-instance-of-C

C

A-cw-proxy

g = (act-cflow; resend; deact-cflow)

... deploy(new A()); ...
```
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instance-of-C

actual-instance-of-C

C

A-cw-proxy

g = ( act-cflow; resend; deact-cflow )

actual-C
f = (... )
g = (... )
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class C {
  void f() { ... }
  void g() { ... f(); ... }
}

class A {
  before():
    execution(void C.f()) &&
    cflow(execution(void C.g()))
    { ... }
}

... deploy(new A()); ...
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A-proxy
f = (...; resend)

A-cw-proxy
g = (act-cflow; resend; deact-cflow)

actual-C
f = (...)
g = (...)

instance-of-C

actual-instance-of-C

C
T1

others
cflow: Continuous Weaving

// CaesarJ-like pseudo code
class C {
    void f() { ... }
    void g() { ... f(); ... }
}

class A {
    before():
        execution(void C.f()) &&
        cflow(execution(void C.g()))
        { ... }
}

... deploy(new A()); ... // in thread T1
... instance-of-C.g(); ...
// CaesarJ-like pseudo code

class C {
    int x;
    void f() { ... }
}

class A {
    int C.y;
    void C.g() { ... }
    before():
        execution(void C.f())
        { ... }
}

actual-instance1-of-C
  x = 23
  instance1-of-C

actual-instance2-of-C
  x = 42
  instance2-of-C

C

actual-C
  f = (...)
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// CaesarJ-like pseudo code
class C {
    int x;
    void f() { ... }
}

class A {
    int C.y;
    void C.g() { ... }
    before():
        execution(void C.f())
        { ... }
}

... deploy(new A()); ...
... instance1-of-C.y ...

instance1-of-C
actual-instance1-of-C
x = 23

instance2-of-C
actual-instance2-of-C
x = 42

C
A-int-proxy
y = ( /* add y field to instance */; self y )
g = ( /* imp. of introduced method */ )

actual-C
f = (...)
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// CaesarJ-like pseudo code
class C {
    int x;
    void f() { ... }
}

class A {
    int C.y;
    void C.g() { ... }
    before() {
        execution(void C.f())
        { ... }
    }
}

... deploy(new A()); ...
... instance1-of-C.y ...

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{actual-instance1-of-C} & : x = 23 \\
\text{instance1-of-C} & : x = 23 \\
\text{instance2-of-C} & : x = 42 \\
\text{actual-instance2-of-C} & : x = 42 \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
C & \quad \text{A-int-proxy} \\
A-int-proxy & : y = (/* add y field to instance */; self y) \\
g & = (/* imp. of introduced method */)
\end{align*}
\]
// CaesarJ-like pseudo code
class C {
    int x;
    void f() { ... }
}

class A {
    int C.y;
    void C.g() { ... }
    before():
        execution(void C.f())
            { ... }
}

... deploy(new A()); ...
... instance1-of-C.y ...

actual-instance1-of-C
x = 23

actual-instance2-of-C
x = 42

actual-C
f = (...)

A-int-proxy
y = ( /* add y field to instance */; self y )
g = ( /* imp. of introduced method */ )
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// CaesarJ-like pseudo code
class C {
    int x;
    void f() { ... }
}

class A {
    int C.y;
    void C.g() { ... }
    before():
        execution(void C.f())
        { ... }
}

... deploy(new A()); ...
... instance1-of-C.y ...

A-int1-proxy
y = 0

A-int-proxy
y = (/* add y field to instance */; self y )
g = (/* imp. of introduced method */)

actual-instance1-of-C
x = 23

actual-instance2-of-C
x = 42

instance1-of-C

instance2-of-C

C
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class C {
    int x;
    void f() { ... }
}

class A {
    int C.y;
    void C.g() { ... }
    before():
        execution(void C.f())
            { ... }
}

... deploy(new A()); ...
... instance1-of-C.y ...

A-int1-proxy
y = 0

instance1-of-C

Y

actual-instance1-of-C
x = 23

actual-instance2-of-C
x = 42

instance2-of-C

C

A-int-proxy

y = ( /* add y field to instance */; self y )
g = ( /* imp. of introduced method */ )

actual-C
f = ( ... )
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Formalisation

- \( \delta \) calculus
  - imperative, object-based with delegation
  - operational semantics:

  \[
  \text{(Select)} \quad a, \xrightarrow{} \boxed{\text{x}} \xrightarrow{} \boxed{\text{x}}
  \]
  \[
  \text{Look}(\boxed{\text{x}}, \boxed{\text{m}}) = \{b\}
  \]
  \[
  \boxed{\text{x}} = \boxed{\text{x}} [\text{self } \rightarrow \boxed{\text{x}}]
  \]
  \[
  b, \xrightarrow{} \boxed{\text{x}} \xrightarrow{} \boxed{\text{x}}
  \]
  \[
  \boxed{\text{x}}' = \boxed{\text{x}} [\text{self } \rightarrow \boxed{\text{self}}]
  \]

  \[
  a.m, \xrightarrow{} \boxed{\text{x}} \xrightarrow{} \boxed{\text{x}}'
  \]

- extended with aspect-oriented support:

  \[
  \text{(Deploy Aspect)} \quad a, \xrightarrow{} \boxed{\text{x}} \xrightarrow{} \boxed{\text{x}} \xrightarrow{} \boxed{\text{x}}
  \]
  \[
  \text{asp}, \xrightarrow{} \boxed{\text{y}} \xrightarrow{} \boxed{\text{y}}
  \]
  \[
  \boxed{\text{y}} = \boxed{\text{y}} \text{Del}_\text{asp}(\text{context}) = \text{Del}_\text{asp}
  \]
  \[
  \boxed{\text{y}}' = \boxed{\text{y}} [\text{Del}_\text{asp}(\text{context}) = \boxed{\text{y}}]
  \]

  \[
  \text{deploy(asp,a), } \boxed{\text{x}} \xrightarrow{} \boxed{\text{x}} \xrightarrow{} \boxed{\text{x}}'
  \]
Formalisation

- $\delta$ calculus
  - imperative, object-based with delegation
  - operational semantics:

  \[
  \begin{align*}
  & (Select) \\
  & a, \xrightarrow{x} x \times x \times \\
  & \text{Look}(x \times x \times m) = \{b\} \\
  & x = x \times \text{self} \rightarrow x \times y \\
  & b, \xrightarrow{y} y \times y \times y' = y \times [\text{self} \rightarrow x \times \text{self}] \\
  & a.m, \xrightarrow{m} x \times y' \\
  & \text{extended with aspect-oriented support:}
  \end{align*}
  \]

  \[
  \begin{align*}
  & (Deploy \text{ Aspect}) \\
  & a, \xrightarrow{x} x \times x \times x' \\
  & \text{asp}, \xrightarrow{a} x \times x \times x \\
  & x = x \times \text{Del}_x (\text{context}) = \text{Del}_x \\
  & x' = x \times [\text{Del}_x (\text{context}) = x] \\
  & \text{deploy}(\text{asp}, a), \xrightarrow{a} x \times x \times x' 
  \end{align*}
  \]
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  - formalisation (extension to $\delta$ calculus) exists
  - take core language semantics, map to model semantics
  - run on semantics implementation (\texttt{Jolt})
  - compare to weaving into Java-like AST
Summary

- aspect-oriented language implementations
  - still mostly mappings to object-oriented mechanisms
  - AOP is a paradigm in its own right

- model of an "aspect machine"
  - core mechanism: late binding at join points
  - achieved using proxies and delegation
  - expressive enough for current AOP languages

- aspect machine implementations
  - not necessarily fully new machines
  - superset of existing implementations
  - AOP support at their core